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Abstract—Today’s number of reputable academical publishers
is dominated by few key players. This imbalance of supply and
demand in publishing academic work makes the entire process
inefficient. EUREKA is a blockchain-based scientific publishing
platform, developed to address this imbalance. It offers the
opportunity of a fair reward distribution for all contributors
and immediate ownership rights to authors of an article. For the
demonstration, the platform including the back-end and front-
end integrated into the Ethereum blockchain is shown, and the
interaction processes of users i.e., authors and reviewers are
presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Current studies show that publishing systems face several
deficits in terms of inefficient processes, long delays in pub-
lishing, and no fair contribution of financial incentives among
different stakeholders [1]. While existing publishing platforms
provide services in open-research-and-access environments,
there is none that serves users in a decentralized manner,
assuring transparency and integrated credit distribution by the
technology itself.
EUREKA supports open-access research, while ensuring the
quality of the research and a fair credit distribution by us-
ing Blockchains (BC) and Smart Contracts (SC). EUREKA
is designed by a novel incentive model, which guarantees
direct rewarding via SCs and micro-payments. Within this
platform editors, reviewers, and linked and cited authors will
be rewarded for their contribution in the context of an article
submission. The SC deployed in the Ethereum BC [2] uses
the crypto-currency of EUREKA Tokens (EKA) for credit
distribution. Ownership backtracking is effectively facilitated
from the very first moment on by saving a hash of an article,
immediately after submission, into the BC.
One of the most critical factors in the design of a publishing
platform is to enable means of easy access with a minimum
barrier. This demonstrator indicates the user-friendly Web
application of EUREKA, where users can publish, review,
or supervise articles, while the access to SCs within the BC
are handled transparently. By monitoring events emitted in the
SC, the platform can notify its users conveniently via email,
leading to an increase of usability.

II. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The overall token flow, as shown in Figure 1, represents
processes and actions within the EUREKA platform.

Fig. 1: Token Flow of EUREKA

1 A new submission flow is always initialized by an
author submitting an article and paying the submission fees.
2 Ethereum addresses of co-authors and of authors ref-

erenced within the paper are sent along with the submis-
sion. A monitor application (convenience layer) notices the
new article submission and informs expert-wise applicable
editors and reviewers. 3 Editors can assign reviewers and
are responsible for supervising the peer-review process and
performing the first sanity check. 4 Elected reviewers can
review the submission. 5 Once the submitted article received
a sufficient number of positive reviews, the editor can close
the peer-review process, and the article receives a final score.
6 After publishing the article, all contributors (reviewer,

referenced authors, and editor) will receive their reward paid
out by the SC automatically.

III. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

The proposed platform is implemented relying on those
technologies shown in Figure 2. Users register using a Web
interface upon an article submission. Next, user credentials978-1-7281-1328-9/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE
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Fig. 2: System Architecture

are transmitted to the back-end via a REST API to create the
user account. The Web application calls the SC, providing the
required amount of EKA tokens as submission fees. Access for
review, correction, and supervision of an article are regulated
by the SC within the BC. With an article submitted, the SC
allows a user with editor privileges to assign themselves as a
supervising editor for an article.
Editors assigned to an article are engaged to invite selected
reviewers to review the article. Since the invited reviewers
address is saved in the SC, the corresponding reviewer is
notified by the back-end application and can start the peer
review process (cf. Figure 3b). When a sufficient number of
reviewers has considered the article as valuable, the editor can
finish the process by accepting it for publication.
All further interactions with an article, involving authors,
reviewers, or editors, are performed by the SC function calls
requiring the user to proof his/her identity by providing the
personal Ethereum address. Changes on the SC considering
the state of an article submission are monitored by subscribing
to events [3].
The back-end informs the user by a notification (on-screen
and via email) if new actions are completed on the SC, such
as receiving an invitation as an editor/reviewer. Furthermore,
the SC deals with cases when someone is removed from
an article’s reviewers list or when no action within a given
time-interval is performed. The detailed platform design and
implementation is documented and explained in [4].

IV. DEMONSTRATION SCENARIO

For the demonstration the BC-enabled processes of submit-
ting an article, editor assessments, and reviewer assignment
steps are shown. The entire process was already recorded in
full and explained in a demonstration video [5].One screen
will show the author and editor view (side-by-side), an other
screen will show two reviewers. First, the author writes an
article and submits the article to be reviewed (cf. Figure
3a). The editor can assign the article under his supervision.
After a positive sanity check, the editor releases the article
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Fig. 3: User Interface

for review. Elected expert reviewers are able to see articles
(cf. Figure 3b), confirm the assignment, and review it. The
editor can invite additionally expert reviewers by sending an
email to them. A reviewer has to leave feedback in his review
and submit it when finished. Once the number of necessary
positive reviews is reached, the supervising editor can accept
the article and publish it on the open-access platform. In
addition to the demonstrated submission process, a time-based
dropout of a non-replying user is shown, too. Here, an editor
assigned an article, is not performing the sanity-check on this
article. Thus, the article is assigned again to another editor.
This reversion is triggered by the convenience layer calling
the corresponding function on the SC. This blockchain-based
rating and publishing system with EKA tokens is the first
one, which exploits BC benefits for a distributed and trusted
data storage as well as pay-outs of respective rewards for
participating actively in any of those roles discussed above.
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